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A NOTE ON THE LIE POLYNOMIAL (x + y)p
− x

p
− y

p

RONGZHENG JIAO

Abstract. Using the techniques of group action on a set, we will give an elementary ane complete

proof in this paper that the Lie polynomial (x + y)p
− xp

− yp over prime field Fp is a sum of

Lie brackets, with p a rational prime.

1. Introduction

Let’s introduce some notations first. Let Fp be a prime field with p elements, and x,
y be two letters. We form the associative (but not commutative) formal series Fp[[x, y]]
free generated by these two letters with coefficients in Fp. For any series with only finite
non-zero terms will be called Lie polynomial. For a Lie polynomial we can define the
degree of x and y and total degree respectively as the usual polynomial, but remember
xy 6= yx. We only concern the Lie polynomial (x + y)p − xp − yp and its homogenous
part in this note. And the Lie brackets [, ] is a bilinear map defined on every associative
algbra R as [A, B] = AB − BA, for any A ∈ R, B ∈ R so that the associative algebra R
becomes a Lie algebra. For more details about Lie algebra please consult any standarded
textbook on it, and we will not use these in this note.

There are many seminars with the aim to work through professor Michel Lazard’s
thesis [4]. And such as the seminar held at Oxford in 1989 came out a book [2]. In
this very important paper, professor Michel Lazard mentioned that the Lie polynomial
(x+ y)p−xp − yp is a sum of Lie brackets. He said that this is an identity of Jacobson in
[3] char.V section 7. But the identity in [3] only given in for p = 2, 3 and 5. For general
p we can not find the proof in the references we can get, such as Bourbaki [1] and other
textbooks on Lie algebra.

The aim of this note is to give a elementary and complete proof of this claim.

Theorem. Let p be a rational prime, the Lie polynomial (x + y)p − xp − yp is a sum

of Lie brackets over Fp.
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2. Proof of the Theorem

For any fixed integer k0, with 1 ≤ k0 ≤ p − 1, put the set

Mk0
= {X1X2 · · ·Xp : where Xj = x or y,

and there are k0 xand p − k0 yin this associative product},

i.e. this is just the set of all mononials with the degree k0 of x, the degree p−k0 of y and

the total degree p. Please note that the cardinal |Mk0
| of Mk0

is
(

p

k0

)

, and it is divisible

by p. We define a map from (G, Mk0
) to Mk0

as following, where G = {T1, T2, · · ·Tp}.

Ti(X1X2 · · ·Xi−1Xi · · ·Xp)

= XiXi+1 · · ·XpX1X2 · · ·Xi−1, for anyX1X2 · · ·Xi−1Xi · · ·Xp ∈ Mk0
.

We know from this definition that the image of any element in Mk0
under Ti is still

in Mk0
. This operation is a bit similar to the parall translation and mirror reflection

in Euclid plane geometry. And we define an operation in G as the composite of maps.
Thus we can see that G becomes an group under this operation. As this group G is

isomorphic to additive group of (Fp, +). Note that the map we have just defined from

(G, Mk0
) to Mk0

is really an group action of G on Mk0
. For any m ∈ Mk0

, we form the

orbit Om = {Tim : 1 ≤ i ≤ p} under the action of G. The above notions can be found
in any standard group theory textbook. Let’s recall a wellknown fact from group theory

that the set Mk0
with the group G action on it can be divided as a disjoint union of

different union of orbits Om, m through Mk0
; the orbit Om has |G/stabm| element(s),

where stabm = {g ∈ G : gm = m} the stablizer of m. And we know that |G| = p, so

|G/stabm| = 1 orp. But a simple calculation show that stabm = G only if m = xp or yp.
That is for m ∈ Mk0

, 1 ≤ k0 ≤ p − 1, |G/stabm| = p. Note that

Ti(X1X2 · · ·Xi−1Xi · · ·Xp) − X1X2 · · ·Xi−1Xi · · ·Xp

= [XiXi+1 · · ·Xp, X1X2 · · ·Xi−1].

So any two elements in a same orbit different by a sum of Lie bracket(s), and the sum
of all elements in a given orbit is a sum of Lie brackets over Fp, for in total there are p

elements in the orbit.

with all these preparation, we come to the proof of the theorem.

(x + y)p − xp − yp =

p−1
∑

k0=1

∑

m∈Mk0

m,

and we divide
∑

m∈Mk0

m into a finite sum of the sum of elements in a orbit, with

proceeding remark, we get the proof of the theorem.
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